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Data Input for Questionnaire Survey 
 
This document summarizes the basics of data entry for a questionnaire survey.  
 
1. Data Entry  
 
1.1 Adding serial numbers  
 
The first job is to add a serial number to each questionnaire form returned. You can check 
data entry later, if necessary, using the serial number.   
 
1.2 Software 
 
You may enter data using a spreadsheet software packages (e.g., Microsoft Excel and Quattro 
Pro) or general text editor (e.g., Notepad ++, WinEdit, TeXShop). You need to check which 
format your statistical software supports.  
 
SAS and Stata support various data formats such as ASCII text (including CSV) and Excel 
worksheet. If you have small data (e.g., small N and/or small number of questions), you may 
enter data in the statistical software packages (e.g., SAS and Stata) directly.  
 
1.3 Variable names  
 
Use short and meaningful names for variables. Do not use the question itself as a variable 
name (e.g., what_is_your_marital_status). You need to consider the following naming 
convention. 

• NO SPACE in names. 
• Begin with at least a character. 
• No special characters except for _ (underscore) 
• The shorter, the better (Do not exceed 10 characters) 
• Use meaningful names (no xxx, yyy, xyz3649, etc.) 
• For binary variables, use a value of a variable as the name (male rather than gender) 
• Use lowercase unless really needed. 
• Use array type names for consistency (e.g., score1-score10) 

 
2. Coding Scheme 
 
You need to choose a proper coding scheme that is easy to manipulate variables and interpret 
the result substantively. You may use the original values for interval scale such as height and 
weight. 
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2.1 Likert scale  
 
For ordinal scale like Likert scale, you may code as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5… You may consider 
alternative coding schemes (recode variables after you enter raw data—1, 2, 3, 4, 5) such as, 
 

i. -2 (strongly disagree), -1 (disagree), 1 (agree), and 2 (strongly agree) 
ii. -10 (strongly disagree), -5 (disagree), 5 (agree), and 10 (strongly agree)  

iii. -10 (strongly disagree), -3 (disagree), 3 (agree), and 10 (strongly agree)  
iv. 0 (strongly disagree), .33 (disagree), .67 (agree), 1(strongly agree)  
v. 0 (strongly disagree), .2 (disagree), .4 (slightly disagree), .6 (slightly agree), .8 (agree), 

1(strongly agree)  
 
Notice that option 3 (iii) applies weights more to extreme responses (strongly disagree and 
strongly agree) than to intermediate ones (disagree and agree). The -2~2 or -10~10 scheme 
makes it easy to distinguish agree (positive) and disagree (negative). The 0~1 scheme allows 
you to interpret the result intuitively as if it is a ratio (percentage).  
 
If you want to measure the degree or level of perception (satisfaction), you may use 5 points 
or 7 points Likert scale; by definition, this scale excludes neutral answer.  
 
For binary variable, use 0 (no) and 1 (yes). For instance, if a respondent is female, you may 
assign 1 to the variable female (0 for male) and assign 0 to variable male (1 for male).    
 
2.2 Not applicable and missing value  
 
For “I don’t know,” “No answer,” “Refused,” and “NA (not applicable),” you may assign 
like 7 and 8. For missing value, provide a unique number of special characters such as 
“9999” and “.” These values should be excluded from calculation (case-wise deletion).  
 
For nominal data or open-ended questions, you may develop your own coding scheme to 
enter date or type in entire answer (what respondents wrote) itself. You may consider using 
NVivo, QSR’s qualitative data analysis software package, to analyze this type of answers 
(text). 
 
2.3 Reverse coding 
 
When you revere the order of choice for checking consistency, you must recode this type of 
questions reversely. For instance, if your question Q7 is, “I don’t think government policy 
was effective against COVID-19” and the Likert scale is “Strongly disagree (1) à Disagree 
(2) à Agree (3) à Strongly disagree (4).” Other questions look like “Q8. I think managerial 
leadership in the government was effective against COVID-19” and “Q9. I think 
governmental effort for international cooperation was effective against COVID-19.”  
 
Then the value of Q7 should be recoded to 4, 2 to 3, 3 to 2, and 4 to 1 (see the following 
command to create a new variable q7_new, which was reversely recoded) to make the 
meaning (from less supportive to more supportive) consistent. You may recode reversely 
after you enter raw (un-recoded) data in a statistical software package.  
 
.recode q7 (1=4) (2=3) (3=2) (4=1), gen(q7_new) 
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2.4 Multiple response questions 
 
If you include multiple response questions, which allow respondents to choose multiple 
choices (“choose all that apply”), prepare as many variables as the number of responses 
allowed. For instance, if you allow up to three choices in question 10, then create Q10_1, 
Q10_2, and Q10_3 without Q10. When analyzing these variables, you need to stack them up 
into one variable, for example, Q10 (N will be tippled). Stata .reshape command will be 
useful for this task. Multiple response questions, although many researchers love to add them, 
are not generally recommended because of burdensome data manipulation and analytic 
problems (e.g., weighting). 
 
3. Text File format  
 
The text file format is the simplest in data structure and lightest in size. The ASCII 
(American Standard Code for Information Interchange) is a set of codes of 256 characters 
used in computers. It includes alphabet (A-Z and a-z), number (0-9), control characters (e.g., 
ENTER and SHIFT), and graphic characters.  
 
The ASCII text has raw data and/or delimiter. This format does not include information about 
font, size, and color. It is not surprising that ASCII text format, mainly due to its high 
compatibility, has been widely used in computers. There are in general three groups of ASCII 
text depending on delimiters: free, delimited, and fixed formats.  
 
3.1 Free Format 
 
Free format ASCII text separates data items using space. So, this format is simple and 
intuitive enough to be used for small data. However, this format is not appropriate especially 
when data items contain space and/or data are ill-organized.  
 

Free Format (space delimited) Tab delimited format Comma delimited (CSV) 
James 87 40 
David 85 100 
Ginger 89 25 

James     87       40 
David     85       100 
Ginger    89       25 

“James”,87,40 
“David”,85,100 
“Ginger”,89,25 

 
3.2 Delimited Format  
 
Delimited ASCII text format uses other delimiters than space (see above table).1 The tab-
delimited and comma-delimited are most common in this format, but any special characters 
such as @, #, $, %, ^, &, and * also can be a delimiter.  
 
In particular, the comma-delimited is called CSV (comma Separated Value) format, which is 
able to deal with complicated and ill-organized data from spreadsheet and database. This 
format often has a list of variable names at the first line.  
 
It is recommended that users explicitly specify the names and comma options in .insheet 
(deprecated command) or .import when a CSV file contains variable names at the first line. 
These options are abbreviated as n and c, respectively. 
 
. insheet using c:\stata\cancer.csv, comma names clear  
 
                                                        
1 In fact, Stata can read an ASCII text file that uses space (free format), Tab, and comma at the same time.  
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. import delimited using c:\stata\cancer.csv, delimiter(comma) clear  

 
 
3.3 Fixed Format  
 
The fixed format, most generally and widely used in computers, does not use delimiter at all. 
It recognizes data items by column positions (column ranges). If there are many variables to 
be read, it is efficient to write a separate file to provide necessary information. This file is 
called data dictionary that defines variable type, name, position, format, label, or value label. 
That is, a data dictionary defines how variables are read and write. 
 
infix dictionary { 
2 firstline      

int  id  1- 4  
str  name  5-19  

 byte male  20-20 
float stat 21-25  
float math 26-30  

} 
----+----1----+----2----+----3 
3201John           1 89.1 95.0 
…  

 
The free format may be read by .infile command and delimited format by .insheet. The 
fixed format may be read either .infix or .infile.  
 

Data Format  Free format Delimited format Fixed format 
Stata Command .infile .insheet  .infix .infile  
Delimiter Space (Blank)  Tab, Comma, etc.  N/A N/A 
Variable Type Yes No Yes Yes 

 
 
End of this document. 


